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Do not book on for duties starting after
18:59 on Tuesday 9 June.

Resume to duties starting after 18:59 on Thursday 11 June.

TAKE ACTION

RMT spent ten hours in talks with London
Underground management yesterday
(Monday 8 June). We made many proposals
and offered many opportunities for
management to settle our dispute with them,
but sadly, at the end of a long day all London
Underground offered was more talks.
 They refused to even discuss pay.
 They still refuse to respond to our claims

for improved conditions, for example a
guaranteed alternative job if you become
medically unfit for your existing post.

 They refused to acknowledge their
existing policy committing the company
to no compulsory redundancies for all
grades.

 They refused to reverse the injustices
against any of the seven individual cases
that we asked them to review.

 They refused seven reasonable proposals
from us to stop managers abusing the
attendance procedure to mistreat staff.

This leaves us with:
 a pay offer below the real rate of inflation

ie. a real-terms pay cut
 no improvements to your conditions of

work
 the threat of compulsory redundancy

hanging over all our staff
 several of your workmates unfairly sacked

or disciplined
 managers continuing with their regime of

fear and intimidation against staff when you
are sick

We can not accept that.
Had London Underground been willing to
seriously address our concerns, we could have
resolved this dispute and avoided strike action.
However, they stubbornly and unreasonably
refused to do so, leaving RMT with no choice
but to proceed with this week’s strike.
We remain available to talk to management at
any time: before, during or after the strike. We
are still hopeful of progress.
But as things stand now, the only way now to
get management to negotiate in any meaningful
way is to make this week’s action as strong as
possible. Every member of staff can play your
part in this. Join the strike and you help RMT
to win for all workers; go to work and you help
management attack your rights and defeat the
union. It’s as simple as that.

Public Support
There is another ‘public
opinion’ that you may not
read about in the Evening
Standard. Lots of people
support our action:
Last week, 50 people
attended a supporters’
meeting and agreed to set
up a support group.
Over 100 people have
posted messages of
support on our website.
Read them here:
www.rmtlondoncalling.org.uk/
messagesofsupport
Here’s one ...
“I’m sure there will be
folks unhappy with the
strike, worried about
getting home, the
inconvenience etc. I’m one
of them. But that’s life I
say. You have my support
100%, A strike is not to be
taken lightly, and if you
lot feel it is necessary,
then it is necessary. I’m
telling friends and
colleagues to ignore the
propaganda in the news,
and find out for
themselves the truth. All
power to you, I hope you
win this fight!”
Michael Gardiner


